Which option do you most prefer for starting school again this fall?

- Normal with Safety Precautions: 44.5%
- Some Virtual/Some In-Person: 30.9%
- Online Only: 23.3%

If your child is required to wear a face covering at certain times of the day, would you:

- Send your Child to School: 70.9%
- Return to School Online Only: 29.1%

What is your comfort level with returning to school with increased safety measures:

- Very Comfortable: 24.2%
- Comfortable: 35.9%
- Uncomfortable: 22.1%
- Very Uncomfortable: 17.7%
What is your comfort level with returning to school with some virtual and some in-person learning:

- Very Comfortable: 12.4%
- Comfortable: 42.6%
- Uncomfortable: 29.4%
- Very Uncomfortable: 15.4%

What is your comfort level with returning to school online only:

- Very Comfortable: 19.9%
- Comfortable: 20.7%
- Uncomfortable: 22.3%
- Very Uncomfortable: 36.9%

If the need arises to close schools during the 2020-21 school year, would you rather the district:

- Extend Length of the School Day: 22.2%
- Extend Last Day of School: 25.8%
- Students Participate in Remote in Event of Closure: 51.9%
To what degree are you comfortable teaching students on campus with these safety measures in place.

48.4% Very Safe/Safe | 51.5% Unsafe/Very Unsafe

To what degree are you comfortable reporting to campus to teach remotely/virtually with these safety measures in place.

70% Very Safe/Safe | 30% Unsafe/Very Unsafe

To what degree do you feel safe teaching students in a hybrid model with these safety measures in place.

63.4% Very Safe/Safe | 36.6% Unsafe/Very Unsafe
To what degree are you comfortable teaching students on campus with these safety measures in place:

- 46.9% Very Safe/Safe | 53.1% Unsafe/Very Unsafe

To what degree are you comfortable reporting to campus to teach remotely/virtually with these safety measures in place:

- 69.4% Very Safe/Safe | 30.6% Unsafe/Very Unsafe

To what degree do you feel safe teaching students in a hybrid model with these safety measures in place:

- 62.6% Very Safe/Safe | 37.3% Unsafe/Very Unsafe
To what degree are you comfortable teaching students on campus with these safety measures in place.

50.6% Very Safe/Safe | 49.4% Unsafe/Very Unsafe

To what degree are you comfortable reporting to campus to teach remotely/virtually with these safety measures in place.

70.5% Very Safe/Safe | 29.5% Unsafe/Very Unsafe

To what degree do you feel safe teaching students in a hybrid model with these safety measures in place.

62.4% Very Safe/Safe | 37.6% Unsafe/Very Unsafe
All students returning remotely and staff reporting to work in person.

16.4%

All students returning remotely and staff working from home to the extent possible.

34.6%

Hybrid model with staff reporting to work in person.

20.4%

Students returning full time in one of the established pathways (in-person, virtual or virtual plus) with staff reporting to work in person.

28.6%